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In the modern world, scientific 
research heavily depends on 

gathering and handling
information from electronic 

sources, as well as 
communicating with academic 
world by means of information 

technologies.

Nowadays, a vast majority of 
scientific publications are 

written in English, both in the 
domain of sciences and 

humanities.

Due to the analytical structure 
of the English language, search 

for and manipulation of 
information can be highly 

automated.

Although many major science 
publication services are 

subscription based, some are 
free, and for some academic 
institutions provide access to 

paid services (in Serbia: 
KoBSON). 
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Academic Search Engine URL Disciplines

Google Scholar scholar.google.com All

ScienceDirect http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/search All

Pubmed www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed Life sciences 

IEEE Xplore ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/guesthome.jsp Electronics, Electrical engineering, 
Computer science

National Agricultural 
Library (AGRICOLA) agricola.nal.usda.gov Agriculture

Education Resources 
Information Center (ERIC) eric.ed.gov Education

Serbian Citation Index http://scindeks.ceon.rs All

CiteSeerX http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/index

Table 1: Online academic search engines for various science disciplines (free access).
(source: https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/competitions/finding-and-accessing-scientific-papers)
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Source: www.apa.org

Option to upload journal articles, conference papers, posters, data and code to an online 
repository. 

Option to receive analytics on their publications including the number of times their papers 
have been read and cited by other users on ResearchGate.

Posting questions within the academic community regarding measures, constructs or topics 
and respond to questions posed by other users and following other researchers and receive 
notifications when they upload new work.

Contacting other users through the ResearchGate direct messaging system.

Request authors upload full versions of their papers using the “request full text button” and 
directly contact readers of their publications to request feedback.

ResearchGate allows researchers to create project logs that can be used to update peers on 
current projects, attract potential co-authors or request submissions for journal special issues.

Features
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Source: www.apa.org

Features

Allows users to create a personal profile, upload papers, request feedback, follow 
researchers, send personal messages to other researchers and view analytics on your 
papers. 

Users can also import contacts from Facebook, Twitter, Yahoo and Google to find 
colleagues who already have Academia.edu profiles.

If researchers upload a journal publication that violates these copyright policies, they 
may receive a takedown notice from the publisher. The SHERPA/RoMEO journal database 
also contains a search tool where researchers can look up publishers' copyright policies 
regarding authors archiving publications online. 
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Source: www.apa.org

Features
It is a search engine that can be used to identify hyperlinks to articles that are publically available or may be 
obtained through institutional libraries. 

Users can choose to create a personal Google Scholar profile can access their citations per year metrics. 

Articles uploaded on ResearchGate, Academia.edu or other databases can also be linked to your Google Scholar 
profile so that readers can find hyperlinks to all of your work. 

Google Scholar also has a “Scholar Button” that users can install on Chrome, Firefox or Safari web browsers to 
quickly search for articles without typing in a web address (one can download this button by clicking the 
"Setting" button on their Google Scholar homepage, then selecting Button on the sidebar to the left). 

Google Scholar also compiles a list of top publications in each discipline based on journal impact (users can 
access data by clicking the "Metrics" button on their Google Scholar homepage).
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ZOTERO MENDELEY ENDNOTE ENDNOTE ONLINE

How does it work?

Detect citations that can be 
captured from databases or 

web pages. Search and import 
records using PMID, DOI, or 

ISBN. Extract citation 
information from PDFs.

Import from many popular 
databases. Extract citation 

information from PDFs.

Export from databases 
into EndNote. Can 

search catalogs from 
within EndNote.

Browser bookmarklet
can import from 

many databases. Can 
also import using text 

files

Cost Free to anyone Free $249.95 Free (Basic user)

Word-processor 
compatibility

MS Word, Open Office
MS Word, Open Office, 

LaTex

Microsoft Word, 
OpenOffice (EndNote 

X3+), Pages (X4+)
MS Word

Import citation info 
from web pages

Yes, also archives the page 
and you can add annotations

Yes, with a bookmark for a 
limited number of sites 
(mostly publishers or 

databases)

No
Yes, with 

bookmarklet

Manage large 
libraries

Difficult Moderate to difficult Easy Moderate to difficult

Citation (or bibliography) managers – software packages used to create personalized databases of 
citation information and notes, allowing you to import and organize citation information from article 
indexes and other sources, save links to pdfs and other documents (in some cases save the document 
itself), format citations for your papers and bibliographies (using APA and many other styles) and include 
your own notes. Major ones include: Zotero, Medeley, EndNote and EndNote Online.
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ZOTERO MENDELEY ENDNOTE ENDNOTE ONLINE

Storage capacity
Unlimited local storage and 
data syncing; 100MB free 

Zotero file syncing

Unlimited local storage 
and data syncing; 1GB 
personal and 100MB 

group free Mendeley file 
syncing

Unlimited local storage
Limited to 10,000 

citations

Attach associated 
files (PDFs, etc.)

Yes, with option to attach 
automatically

Yes, and can highlight 
and annotate PDFs

Yes Yes

Search full text of 
PDFs

Yes Yes Yes No

Create bibliography 
/ different styles

Yes, limited number 
included by default; 

hundreds can be 
downloaded from 

Zotero.org

Yes
Yes, hundreds of styles 

available.
Yes

Edit output styles Extremely difficult No Easy No

Strengths

- Easy to learn

- User friendly features 
such as tagging, 

attachments, and notes.

- Automatic citation 
extraction from PDFs

- Sync library over 
multiple computers

- Sync with Zotero library 
automatically

- Best for organizing 
large collections of 

citations and managing 
PDFs

- Wide variety of 
citation styles

- Easily customized

- Easy to work in 
multiple locations

- Easy to share 
access with 
colleagues
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List of academic databases and search engines (Wikipedia)List of academic databases and search engines (Wikipedia)

The A to Z of social media for academia (www.timeshighereducation.com)The A to Z of social media for academia (www.timeshighereducation.com)

https://www.researchgate.net
www.academia.edu
http://scholar.google.com

https://www.researchgate.net
www.academia.edu
http://scholar.google.com
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